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481 5/2/1995 CR CTC Train TVLA2, Engin Signal 1812W Fonda, NY N

Engineer on train TVLA2 reported signal 1812W displayed APPROACH Medium aspect with 4W at CP184 at STOP.  Cause was found to be jumper wires 
applied to Master Decoding Transformer limiting resistors, which applied increased energy to the decoding units.  This caused 120 Decode Unit to respond to 75 
code rate.  Jumpers were removed, circuitry tested and signal system restored to service.

Human Error - Improper Circuit Jumper in Place

513 8/29/1995 CR CTC Train TV-79, Engin Signal 355W Pittsford, NY N

Engineer on train TV-79 reported that signal 355W displayed CLEAR with signal 359W at STOP AND PROCEED.  Problem was determined to be defective 
355WHDR, 220-ohm retained neutral, style B2, polar relay.  Relay was stuck in the normal position.  Relay removed from service, replacement relay installed, 
signal system tested and placed back in service.  Relay is being taken to manufacturer to determine cause of failure.

Failed Equipment or Device - Relay

525 10/25/1995 LI Remote 1624 Signal Circuitry Divide Interlocking N

At Divide Interlocking, an eastbound route was displayed for train 1624, to route the train from Main Line #2 Track, 3-2E signal, to Station Track #2, 3-2W signal.  
In addition, a stored route had been etsablished for train RF-31 from Station Track #1, 3-1W signal to Main Line #2, 3-2E signal.  The track circuit 3-A1TR, which 
is the first circuit east of 3-2E signal on Main Line #2, momentarily de-energized (flipped).  This caused the previously established route (3-2E to 3-2W) to reset, 
enabling the stored route (3-1W to 3-2E) to be established via a back to train stick feature.  Signal 3-1W then displayed a RESTRICTING aspect.

Corrective Actions:

1.  The back to train stick features were disabled.
2.  Conflicting stored route operation was prohibited via a computer warning on the "CRT" and written procedures from the Transportation Department.

Human Error - Signal Circuit Design Error, Inadequate Service-Testing
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545 1/15/1996 CR CTC Amtrak #277, Engin Signal 1212N Styvesant, NY N

Engineer on Amtrak #277 reported that cab signal changed from CLEAR to RESTRICTING at cut section 122.9 and signal 4N at CP124 was Dark.  Cause was 
found to be A2TR relay at C.S. 122.9 being inverted due to impact to instrument case from a deer which was struck by a train.  Relay was found to be hanging 
upside down with its front and heels made while in the de-energized position.  Relays were changed out and signal system tested and returned to service.

Vandalism - Instrument Case, Cable, or Junction Box Damaged

100 9/20/1996 NS CTC 8880 Human Error Silvercreek, NY N

At approximately 1:50 AM westbound train No. 548L119 called signal B-25.1 CLEAR.  The engineer immediately notified the dispatcher on the radio that he 
believed he should have received an APPROACH aspect at the subject signal because he did not believe that the train No. 303 ahead had yet cleared the 
control point at Silver Creek, MP B-32.3.  The control point at Silver Creek and the B-25.1 intermediate signal are separated by an intermediate signal at MP B-
30.1.

Signal personnel were called to investigate and found two HD control circuit wires improperly rolled in a cut section case at MP B-26.7.  It was verified that with 
these two wires rolled, signal B-25.1 would display a CLEAR instead of an APPROACH with the block between Silver Creek and B-30.1 occupied.

From the investigation, it was obvious that the rolling of the wires had been inadvertently done by C&S employees working at the location.  Overtime and train 
delay records indicate that several signal failures had occurred in the area in the two days immediately preceding the subject incident.  Interviewing of 
employees involved in these trouble calls and all other C&S employees who work on this district has thus far been unsuccessful in identifying the employee 
who left this defect in the system.

The wires were restored to their proper terminals, proper signal system checks made, and the system restored to normal operation.

Human Error - Field Wiring Error, Inadequate Service Testing

604 7/9/1998 CR Remote Amtrak 286 Home Signal 1WB Albany, NY N

Westbound Amtrak 286 reported CLEAR signal with the switch normal on 1WA signal at CP 146 and he observed a Red, Red, Green SLOW CLEAR signal on 
1WB signal out of the siding.  Investigation revealed that the contacts on the 3RWCR B2 plug in relay were shorting together allowing energy to pick the 
1WBCHR.  It was determined that the relay had been removed from the plug board 2 days earlier to be tested and that the contacts were bent when the relay 
was reinserted into the plugboard.

Relay was replaced, all tests performed and the interlocking was returned to service.  Discipline will be assessed to involved employees.

Human Error - Signal Equipment Improperly Installed
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619 8/25/1999 MNCR Remote Train #2736, Head 2S Signal CP 26 - Phillipse Manor, NY N

Train #2736 received a NORMAL cab signal for a short period of time when the 2S signal at CP 26 was at STOP, due to a section of third rail laying on tie 
plates.  This bridged an insulated joint at the signal, downgrading it to STOP as the train approached, while permitting cab signal intended for this train after 
passing the signal, to be received before passing the signal.

The section of third rail was removed from the insulated joint location.

Human Error - Improper Circuit Jumper in Place

622 10/5/1999 MNCR ACS Car # 8326 On-Board Cab Signal Grand Central Terminal, New York, NY N

The on-board cab of car # 8326 randomly generated aspects more favorable than intended when operating on uncoded 100 Hz track circuits due to electrical 
interference by the Motor/Alternator of the car.

Foreign Current Induced in Track Circuit from Adjacent Power Lines

639 7/11/2000 DH CTC Switch Circuit Controller MP 29.5, Ballston Spa, NY N

Train SCR traveled north thru CPC 24 to switch cars at Curtis Lumber, train 63 was to follow them north.  The dispatcher cleared CPC 24 North after SCR.  Train 
263 called SCR to find out their location.  SCR reported that they were switching in Curtis out the switch was open on the main.  Train 263 had passed CRC 24 
with a CLEAR signal and saw signal 28.7 was CLEAR and stopped their train.  Maintainer Acker was notified at 18:45 and the switch circuit controller rod had 
fallen off at Curtis switch because switch points had moved north.  Also found the spring loaded cam in circuit controller in closed position unable to move.  
Replaced controller and point rod.  Had Track Dept. move switch timbers.

Maintenance - Switch Circuit Controller

247 8/20/2000 CSXT AB CP522 CP9 SB Sig., #2 Track Tonawanda, NY N

On August 20, 2000, the train crew on southbound CP 522 observed the southbound signal on #2 track at CP9 displaying an APPROACH MEDIUM aspect with a 
STOP aspect at the next signal at CP8.  The signal at CP9 should have displayed an APPROACH aspect.  The signal was removed from service and Train 
Control personnel were dispatched.

The cause was found to be open line wires which were twisted together by a tree leaning into the pole line.

The tree was cut away, line wire was repaired, signal and switch checks were made with no exceptions, and the signals were returned to service.  The 
cause was determined to be external damage from the tree to the pole line wire.

Maintenance - Pole Line (storm, excessive vegetation, rotting poles, excessive slack in wires, etc.)
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656 1/26/2001 DH CTC Signal 584.4 MP 584.4, Afton, NY N

The following incident was reported to B. Velasco from T. Otis.  A southbound train #8859 (empty coal train) reported having a CLEAR signal at the south 
approach (signal 584.4) to CPF587, and then stated that the southbound home signal at CPF587 was at STOP and the switch was in the reverse position.  They 
reported putting the train in emergency and stopping approximately one car length north of the southbound home signal.

Several tests were made at that time to find a cause.  No cause has been found and testing is ongoing at this time, by use of recording devices.

Scenario Reenacted, Unable to Duplicate, No Defects Found

665 5/9/2001 DH AB Signal 588.6A MP 588.6, Afton, NY N

Su2 was stopped at CPF590 on the controlled siding with train #550-08 stopped behind them at signal 588.6 waiting for a northbound train.  CPF590 was 
cleared north on the main track.  Train 550-08 had reported that signal 588.6A (southward approach to CPF590 on the main tk) was going from Red to Green.  
Su2 reported CPF590 staying at STOP.  The cause was overhanging tree limbs at MP 589.2 wrapping line wires #3 and #4 on the middle crossarm.  Pin #3 is 
29LAHD and Pin #4 is 116.2CHD.  This condition had signal 588.6A going Red to Green.  After the line wires were unwrapped to clear the problem we had then 
resimulated the problem by putting the wires back together.  The signals were returned to service at 13:14 hrs on 5-11-01.

Maintenance - Pole Line (storm, excessive vegetation, rotting poles, excessive slack in wires, etc.)

667 6/5/2001 DH AB Train #268 Signal 2.2 Menands, NY N

Train #268 had reported that the southbound signal at CP04 went from STOP to CLEAR (for about 2 sec.) and back to STOP again.  The work train (2 lite 
engines) was going south ahead of train #268.  When the work train went past signal 2.2, it caused the timing between the Electrocode circuits south of the 
signal and the DC battery circuits north of the signal to allow this condition to exist.  We have corrected this timing problem and retested the signals.

Human Error - Signal Circuit Design Error, Inadequate Service-Testing

668 6/5/2001 DH Remote Train #SCR Eastward Home Signal CPF467 Mechanicsville, NY N

The Springfield Terminal Dispatcher had called train #SCR to see why they had proceeded through the control point at CPF467.  The Dispatcher did not have a 
signal cleared at this location.  At this time train SCR had reported that they had an APPROACH signal at CPF467.  The signal at CPF467 was out of focus due to 
a broken bracket that held the signal housing.  With the signal out of focus and the position of the sun shining on the signal had caused the signal to appear 
Yellow.  The signal bracket was replaced and the signal was refocused.  The signal was rechecked under the same condition and the signal displayed the 
proper aspects.

Phantom Signal - Due to Sun Angle
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669 6/8/2001 MNCR Remote Train #708, Engine 2S Signal CP 58 - Beacon, NY N

Train #708 received a NORMAL cab signal for a short period of time when the 2S signal at CP58 was at STOP, due to a failure of the insulated joints adjacent to 
the signal.  The failure downgraded the signal to STOP as the train approached, while permitting cab signal intended for this train after passing the signal, to be 
received before passing the signal.

Failed Equipment or Device - Insulated Joint(s)

672 6/21/2001 AMTK Remote Engine #552 42EA Signal Sunnyside Yard "R" Interlocking, Queens, Ne Y

Switching engine #552 (operating as switching crew 53A with 1 car) was operating east at signal 42EA with RESTRICTING signal aspect being displayed for a 
move from track #30 to Lead #3 thru #35 crossover to Lead #4.  When engine #552 physically entered Lead #4, car #48981 of Amtrak train #102 was struck 
account being in foul of #35 crossover.  Upon investigation, insulated rail joint separating 402 and 403 track circuits on Lead #4 was incorrectly installed too 
close to the west of east end of #35 switch.  Insulated rail joint has been relocated 47' west of the existing joint location allowing proper clearance.  Further 
investigation into determining responsibility is being conducted.

Human Error - Signal Equipment Improperly Installed

357 1/17/2002 NS CTC NS 5512 Track Isolation Unit Seneca, NY N

On January 17, 2002 at 3:15 a.m., Harrisburg Division train 17H, lead unit NS 5512, southbound on the Ebenezer Running Track at Seneca, New York, reported 
signal 39E at MP 3.9 display an APPROACH aspect for the train's movement.  This signal should have displayed a RESTRICTING aspect due to a hand throw 
switch ahead in the block being in the reverse position.

Train 17H's crew was aware of the switch being left in the reverse position by the crew of a previous train movement, and therefore train 17H proceeded at 
Restricted Speed and stopped short of the hand throw switch lined against their movement.

Investigation revealed that the B1-1T track circuit in advance of the 39E signal had a track isolation unit with an open resistor and shorted diode.  This condition 
allowed the track isolation unit to discharge its capacitor through the 39HR relay during the entire duration of its discharge time, which prevented the relay from 
dropping out while the hand throw switch was in the reverse position.

The track isolation unit was replaced and signal restored to normal service at 2:50 p.m.

Failed Equipment or Device - Track Isolation Unit
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702 10/5/2002 LI Manual NA Track Stick Relay (13TS) Queens Interlocking, Queens, New York N

Sequence of events:  On Saturday, October 5, 2002 at 8:25am the Block Operator at Queens Tower reported that the indication for 12R signal at Queens 
Interlocking remained lit after the passage of eastbound train #6710 on track 4.  Block Operator was able to restore 12R lever to the center position and cancel 
signal.  A restriction was immediately placed on the affected track and route.  Signal personnel were immediately dispatched to the interlocking.

Failure cause:  Upon arrival at the location, signal personnel simulated the train move.  The route was 12R to 12L with 13, 21 & 23 switches normal.  The 
simulated move included, displaying 12R signal, then shunting the track circuit in advance of the signal (4TR), then the tripping track circuit (13TR) and finally the 
leaving track circuit 12TR.  While shunting the 13TR track circuit, signal personnel observed that aspect on 12R signal remained displayed at CLEAR.  Further 
investigation determined that the 13TS (Track Stick) relay was falsely energized while the 13TM (Track Repeater) was de-energized.  This caused the signal to 
remain at CLEAR.

The cause of the 13TS relay failure was found to be a grounded wire (13TS1) on the positive control.  The wire ground measured 10mA and 12VDC.  The 
13TS relay is energized through a single broken circuit with common always on the relay.

Repair & testing:  The wire was immediately replaced and the ground was removed.  The train move/route was re-simulated and found to be working properly.  
In addition, all wires in similar single break circuits were replaced.

Recommendations:  Due to this failure we are inspecting other interlockings that have similar single broken circuits for the same possible wire problems.

Failed Equipment or Device - Electrical Ground (not in underground or aerial cable)
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716 8/22/2003 LI Manual N/A Signal Control Relay (16RBHB) Jay Interlocking, Jamaica, New York N

Sequence of Events:

On August 22, 2003 at 10:20am the Block Operator at Jay Tower reported that the indication for 16R signal at Jay Interlocking remained lit after the passage of 
eastbound train #4308 into #1 layup track.  Block Operator restored 16R lever to the center position and was able to cancel signal.  The signal was removed 
from service immediately and a block was placed on the affected track and route.  There were no trains following the first train.  Signal personnel were 
immediately dispatched to the interlocking.

Failure Cause:

Upon arrival at the location, Signal personnel simulated the route.  The route was 16R to 14L with 7, 9, & 13 switches reverse and 11 switch noraml (see 
Attachment A).  They displayed 16R signal and they shunted the tripping track circuit (7TR) and observed a RESTRICTING signal aspect displayed on 16R 
signal.  In addition, they observed the 16RBHB relay energized with the 7TS (track stick) deenergized.  This resulted in a RESTRICTING signal being displayed 
when it was not intended.  The cause of the 16RBHB relay remaining energized was found to be grounded positive energy wires between switch lever bands 
in the Model 14 Interlocking Machine.  The circuit was meggered and found to be grounded.  The wires are old style TC Green.  The 16RBHB circuit is not a true 
double broken circuit (see Attachment B), only the 16R band breaks the common energy, and in this case the 16R band was made making the circuit effectively 
single broken.  In addition, the grounded wires were further proven to be the cause by trying an alternate route from the same signal.  This resulted in the circuit 
working properly.

Repair & Testing:

All of the wires in the route for the 16RBHB were replaced and the ground was removed.  We field tested all applicable relays, meggered, cross meggered and 
circuit meggered all applicable wires and cables, and tested the 7TR track circuit.  The train move/route was re-simulated and found to be working properly.

Recommendations:

We have continued rewiring all the single broken circuits at our last few TC Green interlockings.  It is a painstaking task because every wire you replace in a 
bundle of hundreds of wires could cause an adjacent wire to fail.  The Jay Interlocking Model 14 machine is scheduled to be replaced entirely by the end of 
2004.  This will eliminate all TC Green at Jay.  We will continue replacing wires until the new system is cutover.

Failed Equipment or Device - Interior Wiring
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406 10/30/2003 NS CTC NS 5555 Vandalized SA Searchlight Mechanism Johnson City, NY N

On 10/30/2003 at approximately 8:50 a.m., train H1GHA30, engine NS 5555, 25 loads, 37 empties with no hazmat, reported signal 4W on track 2 at CP Johnson 
appeared to display a RESTRICTING aspect.  Upon stopping his train and walking up to observe the signal, Engineer reported the signal at STOP but the inner 
lens was broken.  The sun was shining directly into the signal at this time.  The phantom aspect was caused by an unknown party breaking the inner lens 
allowing the sun to be refracted in the outer lens.  The inner lens was replaced, and all appropriate tests made prior to returning the signal to service.

Vandalism - Signal Damaged, Caused Phantom Aspect

No. of Reports Shown in this Listing: 20
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